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VIRTUOSOS

VIRTUOSOS – those tiny creatures live in our gardens and our overbuilt environment, buzz but also play significant role as foster and serve mankind with their presence and activities. The goal of the installation is to point out the importance of these kind of 
animals – insects, birds, small mammals – which inhabit our built environment, help maintain urban ecosystem, urban greens for humanity. The garden is not only a place for contemplation, but a call for interaction and transformation of the audience, 
demonstrates tiny hidden details of our closer environment, and also an intention to draw visitors attention to the fragile cooperation and positive effects these almost invisible creatures bring to us. On the other hand it shows the difficulties of the urban life, 
the challenges they need to meet to survive, the efforts required from them to thrive. This reflective space encourages visitors to dialogue and find answer for an appropriate balance between human prospering and the presence of nature.

MATERIALS: The garden based on the existing trees. A core of trees at the center of the site will built around by decorative cement tiles, which surrounding cement tile stripes run down to the ground and expand into several directions. The tiles symbolize the 
expansive human environment and also show its aesthetics greatness that sometimes created. Organic patterns are links between built and natural beauties. Wire sculptures will be placed on these vertical and horizontal stripes, animals like ants, bees, 
woodpecker, owl, bat, which can be found in the urban area, gardens. The sculptures made of shining brass wire, symbolize their fragile existence and their value.
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